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The figure compares to an enrollment
of 4,605 students at UMR at the same
period last spring.
The College of Arts and Sciences has
an enrollment of 1,198 this spring,
compared to 1,114 a year ago. The
School of Engineering has 2,581
students compared to 3,034 last spring.
The School of Mines and Metallurgy396 this January and 426 last January.
. There are also 35 special students this
year compared to 31 last year.
UMR had 4,755 enrolled on campus at
the end of regular registration last fall.

Attention: Veterans
And VVar Orphans
If you are a Veteran or War
Orphan and have not enrolled
with Miss C.a rney in the
Registrar's Office for the 1972
spring semester, please do so
immediately in order to avoid
delay of payments.

,
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UMR Grad Student Develops
Rotary Engine For Thesis

Spring Semester
Enrollment Drops
The end of regular registration this
spring finds 4,210 students enrolled at
the University of Missouri-Rolla. This
figure does not include students at the
UMR Graduate Engineering Center at
St. Louis, students in the co-{)p program
in their working semester and students
in the extension programs. Late
registration will continue until Jan. 'n.

ROLLA, MO.

PAGES

An engine with only nine movmg
parts has been invented by Frank D.
Statkus , a graduate student in the
University
of
Missouri-Rolla
mechanical and aerospace engineering
department. The rotary engine
prototype, with eight combustion
chambers, is the thesis project for
Statkus' master's degree in aerospace
engineering. He received his B.S.
degree from UMR last summer.
"I started working on the engine two
years ago ," Statkus says, " but it's only
been recently that I've had any time to
devote to the project. "
According to Bruce P. Selberg,
associate professor of aerospace
engineering , and Statkus' adviser,
"The prototype is near completion and
he should haye it running in about a
month."
Statkus has computed that his rotary
engine will have 64 horsepower at 1000
revolutions per minute. The prototype
engine is air cooled, 15 inches in
diameter by six inches deep and weight
only 50 pounds.
There are a number of differences
between a conventional reciprocating
engine and this new invention. It is
expected to have higher horse power
for the size of the engine because it will
have sixteen power strokes per
revolution of the output shaft instead of
only four as in the usual internal
combustion engine.
It has no spark ignition system but
uses glow plugs kept continuously hot.
H continuously fires any type of
combustable fuel such as conventional
gasoline, unleaded gas, white gas and
possibly propane gas. "We expect the
engine to burn fuel more efficiently
than the reciprocating engine, which
will result in a lower pollution rate,"

Statkus states.
The engine design (patent pending)
has been on display for a week at the
annual conference of the Society of
Automotive Engineers in Detroit.
Statkus, who also attended the con-

ference, says that he hopes to prove
that his invention is an example of a
Detter source of power that can be
made available for many uses.
He says that his engine can be used
for any purpose; stationary-as in field
Continued On Page 2

,----Inside The Miner--Pete Pixum
Pete. Pixum, that long-time prognostic
explOIter of good and evil makes the big
transition from sports to editorials. Pete
will take an in-depth look at "B. Christ
Botchmore" and his "tentative version of
the University's prophetic future" on page
4. You will find a heart-warming look at the
lighter side of the University's "political
machine."

Coed Confrontation
After a few coed-male chauvinist confrontations stemming from the talent show
last semester, \\Ie have finally heard a
sizeable percentage of the coeds' opinions.
It seems after years of supression, the girls
have finally decided to obtain their rights as
a "UMR Lady." On page 6, in "And Another
Thing," Kent Yoest narrates a tale of a town
with a smilar problem , and Balthazar
engages in his weekly battles in "Dear
Balthazar" on page 5.

Miners Swim Past CMS
The Miners jumped to a swift 23-2 lead
Saturday against the CMS Mules in the first
three events of the 81-32 victory. In addition
to the lopsided victory, four records were
set and ten of the swimmers beat their
previous best times. Story on page lO.
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HAIR!

DOES ANYONE
REALLY NEED
A LONELY,
OLD MAN?
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LONG HAIR LEADS TO FilT~) DEGRADATION, INSANITY,
Divorce American Style
Movie Times: 4:00 and 6:30

rjl

,

A timely, probing but toungein-cheek look at today 's marital
drop-{)uts, "Divorce American
Style " follows the lives of a
suburbanite couple whose
constant bickering inevitably
leads to a comic explosion
topped by divorce. Dick Van
Dyke and Debbie Reynolds are
but two of the victims of this onsite-inspection
of
love ,
marriage, family counseling,
seperation, hollering , fri ends of
the husband, fri ends of the wife,
l aw~'e rs , DIVORCE , second
m a rriages, third ma rri ages,
and the whole confused scene.

New Engine
Continued From Page 1
power generators, or mobile-as
in automobiles, boats or small
aircraft. "Different sizes of this
rotary engine can be produced
with minimal changes in
components," he thinks. "After
I get the ini tial prototype
running and have measured
actual performance against our
calculations, I plan to test the
engine in a number of small
engine applications. I'll try it in
ground power units, small
tractors and to power field arc
welders.'"
"Not
long ago , General
Motors purchased the patent
rights on the Wankel rotary
engine, a German product
which GM plans to be using in
cars by 1975, at a cost of $50
mi ll ion . The only simila rity
between my engine and the
Wankel," Statkus states , " is
that they are both rotaries . But
people are beginning to look for
. better ways to provide power,
and I think I've got one."
Asked to list the advantages
of his rotary engine, he cited an
example of the difference
between a conventional -engine
and his invention. " The 200
h or se power recipro c ating
engine
has
about
200
moving parts and uses some of
the power it generates to move
each of those 200 parts," he
explained. "My engine, on the
other hand, has nine moving
parts and uses correspondingly
less of the power generated to
move those parts. It also burns
fuel more efficiently . The
rotary has less weight, more
horsepower for the weight ,
takes up less volume of space,
. has less friction and will be less
costly to maintain.
Statkus, who is married and
has one child, has invested two
years and about $2,500 in his
rotary engine. "I'm positive it
will run," he concludes. "I just
hope it will exceed the performance
figures
we've
projected. " If it does, some
exciting things are going to
begin happening."

•

DEATH,AND SOCIALISM! IF YoU SEE A CRUD,

NOTI FY POLICE. OR. DO THE NEXT

THING - SHOOT IT!
New Organization
To Promote Social
Cultural Relations
A new organization with an
entirel y differ ent purpose is
being formed on the UMR
campus this sem ester . It's
na me is the "Interna tional
Fellowship" and its purpose is
"to promote social and cultural
relations between international
s tu dents a nd local citi zens
through menta l exch ange of
Knowledge"
The International Fellowship
is not a n entirely new
organization to UMR. For many
years it was a popular
organiza tion , but internal
troubles caused the fellowship
to be disbanded about three
years ago.
Now an entirely new group of
American and foreign students
have banded together to form
an entirely new organization
under the sponsorship of Rober t
Bruzewski. The constitution
has been rewr itten and is ready
to be submitted to the student
council and the faculty for
apporval.
International Fellowship is
open t o a ll students at UMR ,
whith no restrictions as to sex
or
academic
discipline.
Activities of the group in the
past have included a yearly
banquet open to all people in the
Rolla ar ea during which guests
were given the opportunities to
sample foods from the different
areas of the world.
The monthl y m eetings of
International Fellowship will
include gu est spea kers from
different countries who will
present shows about their
homelands. Speakers will be
recruited from both on and off
campus.

NOTICE
Theta Tau Professional
Engineering Fraternity is
now accepting applications
Pledgeship.
Apfor
plications are available at
the Student Union Candy
Counter. Deadline is Feb.
8, 1972. Any further
qu ~ stions contact Dave
Pueltmann at 364-9969.

Auditions for SIX FLAGS
OVER MID-AMERICA 'S live
shows will begin in the second
week in February.
Entertainers at SIX FLAGS
should expect a grueling but
rewarding summer in the entertainment complex.
The park 's show operations
department is looking for all
types of ta lent. Some of the
positions that must be filled are
for such shows as Miss Kitty's
Saloon, where a song and dance
special in an Old Western flavor
entertains SIX FLAGS' guests
with 16 shows each day during
the summer.
Another of SIX FLAGS'
special showcases of young

A College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP) schedule has
been set up by the University of
Missouri-Roll a fo r Febr uary
through July. This is a part of
UMR's Credit by Examination
Program.
Anyone who plans to enter
UMR or is already enrolled and
. who feels he has the knowledge
to pass an examination in
certain subjects may take
CLEP examinations . If he
passes he will receive credit for
the equilvalent college courses
without having to attend classes
in the subject.
UMR 's Counseling and
Testing Center will administer
the exams in Room 102 of the
Rolla Building. Examinations
be~in at 8 a.m.
general
The
. CLEP
examination is designed for
admission and placement
purposes. It consists of five
multiple choice tests which take
60 to 75 minutes each. The
examinations will be held on
Mondays: Feb. 14, Mar. 13,
April 17, June 19 and July 17.

This space
could

be yours

for on Iy

$4/week

",. OF TlJE FAMOUS 12 II. STEAK"
BOX 70
RIlLA. MO.

talent is the Palace Theater.
Here a cast of 16 will entertain
1500 guests plus in every show.
The planned production, "Sing
Out, America ," should prove to
be a rousing spectacular in all
10 shows each day.
Two complete casts each will
be required for the Palace and
Miss Kitty's for the park's
summer season . Another for the
spr ing and one for the fall will
also be needed.
Those wishi ng further info r mation rega rd ing
au di tioning for SIX FLAGS
should wr ite to the Show
Operations Department, SIX
FLAGS OVER MID-AMERICA,
P .O. Box 248. E ureka. Mo.

Deborah Winters
Felicia Fan
COLOR ~ I GPi
CINERAMA RELEASING

UPTOWN

PHONE: Ji4-1111
MARTIN SPRING DR.

The
CLEP
subject
examina tions are designed to
test the individual 's knowledge
of a specific subject. These
examinations take a bout 90
minutes for each subject. They
will be held on Wednesdays:
Feb. 16, Mar. 15, April 19, May
17, June 21 and July 19.
For further information about
subject matter covered by the
examinations, fees or to
register to take the exams,
write or ·call: Dr. Gene Van
Matre, Counseling and Testing
Center, University of MissouriRolla , Rolla , Mo. 65401 Phone :
314-341-4211.

Studl

Bert(
THE UNPUBUSHABLE NOVEL
IS NOW AMERIcA's
MOST CONTROVERSIAL FILM!
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p.m.

G
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neverfee1
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CLEP Examination Schedul e

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

EARN WHILE IN SCHOOL

$300-$500 per mo.
Campus representative for
resume forwarding service .
Flexible hours. For full information
write
National
Resume Services, P.O. Box 1445,
Peoria , Ill. 61601.
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Mines Bureau Director Visits UMR
Dr. Elburt F. Osborn,
director of the Interior
Department's Bureau of Mines,
visited the campus of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Tuesday January 18.
Dr. Osborn met with faculty
members of UMR's School of
Mines and Metallurgy to inspect
the campus facilities and the
Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center.
He made a brief presentation
to the faculty explaining the
Bureau of Mines'
new
responsibilities in mineral
resource management, land
utilization and environmental
control in the mineral industries. Dr. Osborn also gave
an outline of the responsibilities
of the bureau as defined by

recent acts of Congress. He
detailed the bureau's interest in
and support of bills pending in
Congress to provide support for
mineral engineering education
under the administration of the
Secretary of Interior.
Dr. Osborn made particular
mention of UMR 's new
graduate program to prepare
mining engineers to develop
environmental protection
programs.
He revealed that·-in a speech
made the previous day (Jan . 17)
to the Minnesota Section of the
American Institute of Mining,
Metallurgical and Petroleum
Engineers in Duluth··he had
cited the UMR program as a
" heartening" development that
" should be welcomed by

everyone connected wi th the
mineral industry."
"But the program at Missouri
suggests more to me thad a way
out of the evironmental bog," he
continued . "The program
should have other benefits. The
mineral industry has more to
gain from pollution control than
it has to lose, if it can use the
environmental movement as
the departure point for a full·
scale, pastdue overhaul of
mining technology in general."
Dr. Osborn was accompanied
on his Rolla visit by the Bureau
of Mines deputy director for
mineral resources and en· ·
vironmental development, Dr.
T.A. Henrie.

Kappa Sig Initiates Twelve
Student Union Board will present the Gene
Bertoncini Trio on Tuesday, Feb. 1. The Concert
will be held in Student Union Ballroom at 7:30
p.m.

G. B. Trio In Concert
"Once you have heard the
new Gene Bertoncini you will
never feel the same about music
performed on a guitar," says
Gene Lees, composer and music
reviewer. The new sound artist
will bring his trio to the
Student Union Ballroom on
Tuesday, February 1, at 7:30 50
listeners here can challenge
that statement on never feeling
the same about the guitar. The
concert is sponsored by the
Student Union Board.
Bertoncini was an accomplished jazz player on the
electrical guitar, a good
classical guitarist; but he
abandoned everything from all
the fields and went to seclusion.
When he emerged to join thf
Paul Winter Concert and to
record, it was a new kind of
guitar playing. He uses the
CTION

S!
s

classical gui tar and he uses his
study, practice and thought
about the instrument and its
music to present a program that
will include jazz, classics, folk
songs, and pop tunes from here
and Brazil.
Bertoncini had his own trio at
the Embers in New York, was
for four years the guitarist for
the Johnny Carson Show and the
Merv -Griffin Show, accompanied Tony Bennett, was a
member of the Benny Goodman
Sextet and on the other side
performed
with
the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
The trio includes a bassist and
a drummer in addition to leader
Bertoncini on the guitar. This is
the man who will lead a new
generation of guitarists. His
concerts are grea ter in total
than the sum of his many parts.

Student Council News
The Student Council met last
Tuesday, January 18. Several
members
attended.

Business was discussed.
The meeting was adjourned
by unanimous vote.

The brothers of the Beta Chi
chapter of Kappa Sigma are
proud to announce the initiation
of twelve new brothers into its
fraternity. The new initiates are
Neil Frankenberg, Michael
Griffin , Donald Lange, Paul
Sneed, Dwight Gookin, Darrel
Ludwig, James Pelger, Randolph Collins, William Wagner,
Gred Mack, William Burnett ,
and William Kroeger . The
iniation ceremony took place
this past Sunday afternoon

&>ll

umr

January 23, and was foil wed by
a very successful banquet at
Zeno's in the evening.
Kappa Sig is currently
preparing to maintain the Ip.ad
they have held for most of the
school year in intramura\s ,
fielding a strong team for
volleyball competition. They
hope to do well in the smaller
sports this semester such as
handball and archery in order
to repea t as winners of the overall intramural crown for the

year . Last semester the house
did very well scholastically
compiling a 2.53 GPA for the
entire house and a 2.71 GPA
among the active chapter. The
brothers have elected 7 new
men to lead them this coming
semester. They are Gary
Pariani , President , George
Calkins, Vice-President, Carl
Pelech, Pledge Trainer , Ken
Arnsmeyer, Treasurer, Pat
Knoll, Secretary, and Rick
Leigield and John Shucart as
Guards.

Missouri Miner {If
University of Missouri - Rolla

"Portable Circus" Knocks T.V.
by Margot

The Student Union Board
presented The Portable Circus
in "Comedy in Concert" at the
Student Union
Ballroom
January 21. "Comedy in Concert " is a series of satirical
sketches dealing with the uses
and abuses of television.
The portable Circus performed for an hour before
taking their break using
material to examine the news
telecasts, variety shows,

educational shows and even
cartoons. After returning for
another hour , they demonstrated the ability of television
to aid romance and dictator·
ship. Rounding out the evening,
they showed the humor behind
the late-late movies and the
television signoff.
The enthusiasm of the Miner
audience
was
prevalent
throughout the entire performance as the Miners laughed

watched and listened for two
hours of superb comedy by The
Portable Circus. The popularity
of the performance was noted
by the fact that there was only a
small amount of standing room
a vailable at curtain time.
The concensus of the campus
seems to be that the performance was one of the best
that the Student Union Board
-has ever begun a new semester
with.

Recycling Center
On this Saturday morning,
reclaimed each year, it is
January 29, Rolla 's first
equally important to begin to
recycling center will open its
educate people 'to support the
doors. Sponsored by Cure
recycling of all manufactured
(Citizens United to Restore the
products.
Environment) the recycling
Many
individuals
and
center will ·be accepting trash
organizations have combined
from eight to five every
their time, efforts, and surplus
Saturday.
properties in an attempt to
bring a convenient, year round
A variety of products are
being accepted for recycling.
recycling center to Rolla . The
These include:
a.) cansKroger
Company
was
perferably smashed; b .)
especially helpful in that it is
newspapers; c.) magazines;
loaning its old store building to
and d.) glass bottles-preferably
the center for storage purposes.
unbroken and with all metal
The University was also helpful
. rings removed.
in its donation of old lumber and
equipment.
CURE is going to the trouble
of setting up a recycling center
The center won't do any
for several reasons. As Dave
one any good-the environment,
Wright chairman, pointed out, a
yourself, or your childrenvoluntary operation like
unless it's used. This is where
CURE's will not reach more
you come in. For the earth's
than ten to twenty per cent of
sake, bring your trash to the old
any given community. While
Kroger building this Saturday,
. " ~ .!l!a!lY t.QPl'_<!.f_.n..li1t~\i.a,I . 'Yil.l .b.~........ ~9? ~x~r.y. ~~.~~rsl.a.y.•!~~(Et'~n~.r.

Portable Circus during a scene about a typical friendly--~e~s-teain from"Comedy in Concert" presented by the Student Union Board on Jan. 22 at
7:30 p.m.
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Editorial Opinion
Miner Editorial

The Ratchford Plan
Reaction to President Ratchford's "Role and Scope" has tapered
off at UMRas well as at the other University campuses. That is not
to say there are not people concerned about the tentative plans for
the future of the University .
. When the proposals were released in mid-December a state of
pandemonium existed within the UniveristyAt UMR, petitions were circulated; protests were made by
students and faculty to the administration; and the administartion
protested to Ratchford.
At UMC, 1400 attended a protest rally; The Maneater, Columbia's student newspaper, called for Ratchford 's dismissal in their
first extra edition in history.
At UMKC, Chancellor James C. Olson favored the new proposals,
calling them "positive influence on the UMKC campus."
At the December meeting of the Borad of Curators the plan was
discussed although it was not on the announced agenda. In a press
conference following the meeting, Ratchford stated that he would
not defend the proposals since they contained nothing exempt from
change.
Ratchford threw the proposals out for reaction. No doubt many
people over-reacted. Ratchford himself admitted he may have
over-reacted by releasing the "Role and Scope." Many at UMR
over-reacted. However, there was , and still is, cause for concern.
The main cause for concern at UMR is the liberal arts program.
The wording of the "Role and Scope" could be interpreted many
ways. Some fear UMR's liberal arts would degenerate to a junior
college cirriculum with no B.A. degrees offered. Chancellor Baker
has assured the faculty that these are not President Ratchford's
intentions. There is still reason for concern.
What now happens to the proposals of the Ratchford Plan? The
President has stated he will accept no further reaction from faculty
members until after February 1. Meanwhile the Chancellors of the
individual campuses will serve as sounding boards for campus and
community reaction. The issue was to come before the Board of
Curators this Friday at their regular monthly meeting. That
timetable has been upset by the multitude of protests to the
proposals. President Ratchford will wait until the February
Curator's meeting. By that time Chancelor Baker will have
presented UMR's case in a finalized form. Hopefully Ratchford will
consider the consequences of reducing UMR's liberal arts
program.
When Ratchford 's plan comes before the Curators it will be in a
finalized form. He will be forced to defend it. In his defense he
cannot ignore the negative reation to the proposals. Neither can the
Curators.
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Pete's Potshots
B.
Christ
Botchmore,
president of the University of
Misery system, today announced a revolutionary new
central ization plan for the
university system. "In order to
eliminate academic overkill, we
will establish specialized areas
of learning at each of the
campuses," Botchmore stated,
"this will probably entail
building several new facilities,
on a state-wide basis".
Envisioned in the long range
program, which will affect both
the graduate and the undergraduate level, is a string of 146
college campuses and all night
restaurants which will enable
the state of Misery to compete
with other university com- -. ~
plexes. The University of
Misery curTently ranks just
above the Braniff International
Stewardess Training School ,
and trails the Navajo Rug
Weaver's Technical College,
Correspondence Division, by a
slim margin. The university's
system is currently held in the
same high esteem as a three
day corpse, which it often
resembles on a warm day.
There will, of course, be a few
"transi tional difficulties" in the
implementation of the program.
Morey Gritchell, and his wife
Sally today petitioned the office

of the president for relief from
what was termed the "overwhelming hardship" involved in
folowing the new Botchmore
directive. Morey, a senior in
Electrical Engineering, will
attend school in Rolla; while his
wife, who majors in drama, will
be forced to matriculate at
Moberly, Missouri, in the new
theater extension division. Sally
will live in soli tary confinement
until facilities for female inma tes are modernized. Dr .
Eugene Saddlesore, a confidant
to the president, stated that the
report
was
"grossly
exaggerated, but would merit
further study ." Meanwhile,
Sally has lost ten pounds on a
diet of bread and water, and her
husband, who is allowed visiting
privileges on each Candlemas
Eve, has been hospitalized for .
hypertension,
and
given
massive injections of penicillin.
Philip, "Rusty" Bedsprings,
a senior dually enrolled in law
at Columbia has been informed
that the undergraduate law
program will be retained at that
school, but that. the graduate
program will be moved to st.
Louis. In order to facilitate
rapid transit, the engineering
department of the University of
Misery, Rolla announced a two
point contigency plan . Nor-

All, yes!

By Pete Pixum

thbound commuters will be
transported by pneumatic tubes
to the campus of their choice.
The tube will work on the
vacuum principle. The student
will step inside one terminal of
the device, possibly located
inside the EE building, and
instantly transported to his
destination.
The procedure for southbound
students will be much the same,
but preliminary plans indicate
that they will be blown all the
way across the state by the
Physics building. The only
alternative to the tube theory is
using rocket ships, but this idea
was vetoed when a farmer in
Boonville reported that his cows
wouldn't give milk when "them
that aerioplanes were raisin' a
rukus."

Sl1loking's Murder

First his wife quit. Then his
secretary quit. Then his father
quit. One by one, Thripp's
friends and colleagues underwent the agonies of withdrawl. And then they had at last
kicked the habit they looked on
Thripp in an entirely new li ght.
No longer did they admire or
ado re him. Now when he lit a

cigarette, his wife expressed a
loving, if nagging, concern; his
secretary flashed a secret little
supercrilious smile; his friends,
at best, showed bemused
contempt; and his father said,
"Some day , Worthington, this
big dipper business will all be
yours - if.you show a little will
power. "
so his marriage, his social
life, his career all suffered . But
for the past seven years Thripp
hung gamely in there, burning
up two packs a day. And
always, if an argument over his
smoking arose, he had the final
word:
"If I want to kill myself, " he'd
say with an attempt at a devilmay-care shrug, "that's my
business ." And everyone
grudgingly had to agree to that.
Then came last week's new
report form the Surgoen
General. Again Thripp's life
change But this time. ... .
"Who's the other woman?"
angrily demanded Mrs. Thripp,
looking up from her newspaper
at the breakfast table and fanning away Thripp's cigarette
smoke.
"What other woman? " cried
Thripp in genuine inncoence.
" Then
why
are
you I
deliberately trying to kill me?"
said Mrs. Thripp and she
packed up and went home to her
non-smoking mother.
At the office , Th!"!pp 'S
secretary frowned instead of
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Dr. 1. M. Dunderhead, a
member of the ten man advisorry committee which
produced
Botchmore;s
revolutionary new plan, denies
that moving all the females to
one end of the state, and all the
males to the other, would
seriously affect social behavior
in the state. "I am confident,
that once the initial period of
adjustment
has
been
weathered, there will be little or
no change in the sexual mores of
Continued On page 7

Our Man Hoppe

The Surgeon General's report
that cigarette smokers are not
only killing themselves but may
well be killing non-smokers in
their immediate vicinity was
bound to have a drastic effect on
the lives of America's 44 million
nicotine addicts.
Take any typical smoker.
Take Worthington Thripp Jr.
Twenty years ago in the
halycon days when smoking
was the rage of the Smart Set,
Thripp cut a dashing figure with
his ivory holder ,
his
monogrammed lighter and his
.gold cigarrette case. Men admired him , women adored him,
and colleagues predicted a
brilliant future for him in great
American dipper industry - for
he was obviously
(1)
sophisticated, (2) brainy , (3)
aristocratic and (4) his father
owned the Thripp UijJper
Works.
Then came the Surgeon
Gereral's 1964 report on the
hazards of cigarette smoking.
Slowly, a subtle change came
over Thripp's life.

eXcitiDg~

smiled when he lit up. And by
mid-morning she applied for a
transfer back to the secretarial
pool at half the pay.
When Thripp accidentally
blew smoke in his father 's face
that afternoon, the latter flew
into a rage. "Can't you wait for
me to die, you ingrate!" he
shouted and both fired and
disinherited him on the spot.
So shaken was Thripp that in
the crowded elevator on the way
out, he absent-mindedly began
to . light up. An elderly
lady promptly pummeled him
with
her
umbrella,
a
businessman smacked him with
a briefcase and the others all
piled on.
When he· crawled out bowed
and bloody to report the attack
to the policeman in the lobby,
the officer shrugged: " You're
fair game. Anybody who kills
you can plead self defense.?'
Since then, Thripp's been on
the lam. The only traces of him
have been a message lipsticked
on the mirror: "Stop me before
I smoke again! And a more
rational letter to a newspaper ;
"There's 44 million of us killers
loose. You can 't catch us all!"
But he underestimates the
vengefulness in the hearts of
those of us who've undergone
the agony of quitting. It isn't
killing us we mind so much; it's
the pleasure we know he's
getting in doing so.
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be the wrong edition. This
semester they once again have
not come up with books for two.!.lt
my 300 level courses . .lYe~;
:Sympathy.does comesomewhere
between sex and syphilis.)
Now the bookstores can't be all
bad! Just look at how they try
to help the : student out. One
bookstore, in particular , advertises thay they buy used books
the last two weeks of the
semester for astronomical
prices. Yes, and think of the
hundreds of students willing to
part with their books with two
weeks and probably and hour
exam and a final in those last two
weeks. Yes, real fine.
Of course, my hat is off to
Alpha Phi Omega for continuing
their excellent service to the
students and trying to genuinely
help many a needy student. Let's
hope that with all the room in the
new student union , that
something more permanent can
be arranged. Of course, this
might involve some work by the
Student Council, so I won't hold
my breath.
Contrary to the intended nature
of this column, this has merely
been a bitch column today . No
constructive criticism , just
bitching. It may not accomplish
one hell of a lot, but I sure feel
better and hope that others who
have experienced similar in·
stances can derive some
pleasure.
From Sidney, Dwight, Patrick
M., Mike, Pat, Debbie, Dodge
and newcomer Maggie; welcome
to another semester ,let's get it
together and Give a Damn!
Any comments, suggestions,
obscene letters or otherwise drop them in the Miner mailbox.
Ciao !
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By Sidney BirchfieLd
Ab, yes! Another fun filled and
exciting semester has come and
gone and after the dust settled,
Sidney Birchfield remained
unscathed for yet another
semester.This semester ought to
be by far the most memorable
one as I toast.. :my final(??) four
months to the wonderful thriving
metropolis of Rolla,shimmering
pearl of Phelp's county; and to
UMR, largest engineering school
west of the Mississippi and
largest contributor to the ranks of
the technologically unemployed!
Salute!
Mter all of these - agonizin~
years, I find it quite satisfying to
find a few
things unchanged.Heading this list has to
ge the gross inadequacies of the
bookstores in fulfilling the
students needs! Yes, for the
umpteenth
semester ,
the
bookstores have managed to
raise their prices as high as
possible (tsk tsk to any which
may·have violated the 7 per cent
ceiling price hike - but that is
another story for next week) run
out of every text book that any
senior , graduating senior or
graduate
student
needs
desperately for courses; and
maintain the hawklike stares and
cynical smiles for those students
entering their stores. For their
unrelenting effort in making the
students feel the impact of their
hospitality and bargins; they
have won the annual Don Rickles
Good
Humor
Award.
Congratulations!
All of these rather hostile
feelings are probably due to t~e
fact that last semester I went
through the semester without
books in two courses and bought
one from them that turned out to
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Dear Balthazar:
I am not a UMR coed. I am a
"Rolla Girl " working on
campus, and I'm sure you have
some smart remark to make
about that.
One thing that always amazes
me is that if a girl goes to UMR,
she doesn't go because her
family lives here, because it's
convenient, because of financial
reasons, or because whe wants
to be an Engineer, but it seems
as though it is just a common
assumption that she goes here
because she is immoral.
Do you guys get some big
thrill from insulting girls and
making fun of them ? If you
can't get your laughs without
striking out at a girl, you're the
ones that are neurotic. There
are places for you poor homey
guys ,
like
Dixon
and
Waynesville-go there and stay
until you 've gotten your jollys.
Maybe you can find your
" sympath y" there (Several
other words coming between
sex and syphilis are sick, singleminded , short-sighted , and
skunk! )
I'm sure Balthazar (whoever
you are) , that if you had called
any coeds, you couldn 't have
gotten a date with them
anyway. Is that why you have to
settle for the KMSM duck and
"Merlye Backer's " dog ?
P.S . My apologies to the UMR
guys who don 't participate in
any ridiculing of coeds. I really
wonder how many there are.
Dear
,.
First of all, you were so quick
to tell me that you were not a
UMR coed, that you must think
that it is shameful to be labeled
as such . Also, just like the
many (?) coeds that wrote me,
you to did not sign your letter.
Possibly your letter was written
by the same individual that
wrote the others? (Of the letters
that! got from coeds, three were
of the same handwriting and

three were from the same
typewriter.)
There is no problem that you
work at UMR unless you are a
Secretary . Your spelling was
atrocious. And my fees are
helping to pay your salary what
a ripoff!
As to your second paragraph--you are wrong . Numberous
girls come to UMR because it is
convenient, their family 's live
here, or they want to be an
Engineer. In fac t, I doubt that
there is one single girl here
simply because she is immoral.
Most of the coeds are pretty
vestal!
Pertaining to your third
paragraph---I seriously doubt
tha t man y Miners get a big
thrill out of insulting the coeds.
As a matter of fact most of the
men on this campus respect the
girls quite a bit. But, when a
bunch of females come to a
campus that is predominately
male and has been for 100
years, there is naturally going
to be some adjustment
problems. And when those same
girls bring their high Schoolhairy attitudes and their
"every thing is beautiful
beliefs" and their Mickey
Mouse outlooks, then no doubtthere is a plethora of problems.
According to your letter you
must be a vast pool of
knowledge as to the pleasures
and problems of Waynesville.
Are you AC-DC? Also I would
like to add tha t Horiness is
directly related to Vestalness .
And I don 't have to settle have
to settle for the KMSM duck or
Merlye Backer's dog. l.am now
going with none other than B.
Christ Botchmore's birddog.
As kind of a kicker I would
like to add that I did not get one
Single letter from a coed this
week . Amazing! Last week I
wrote a lot of unserious stuff
about all of the chicks here and
not one retort. Apparently
they agree with all the stuff I
printed last week. Too bad since
I don't even believe any of,it. Oh

well I guess that even the poor
defenseless coeds that we all
exploit so much don't even
believe what they say.
P .S. Much of what was said
las t week was said for the
purpose of stimulating intelligent discussion. As yet, no
statements from the coeds. If
you have a serious case let me
hear it. Otherwise la y off the
indi vidua l mass produced
childish fool tomery.
Dear Balthz,
Is there a ny truth to the
rumor
that
the
UMR
cheerleaders have no erogenous
zones? If so, could this be the
reason why they are so hesitant
about doing cartwheels and
other similar gymnastic stunts?
I realize this may sound .
chau vanistic , and that the
cheerleaders probably know
that putting so much as a shred
of sex appeal in their cheers
would have about the same
effect on their audience as you 'd
get from hitting a lion on the
nose with a piece of raw meat,
but I still don't see why they
can ' t try a little harder. It
couldn't hurt.
Ron
Dear Ron ,
Due to the exploiting nature of
this letter, I will not attempt to
answer . As far as your first
question goes---"Let those
who desire the answer seek it
themselves" From Balthazar's
quips of 1673.
Dear Balthazar,
When are Merl's squirrels
(better known as the B&G boys)
going to stop digging up the
campus for whatever their
devious purposes are? I didn 't
mind the chess game with the
trees last spring, and the
closing off of most of the south
end of campus because of
construction didn't bother me
too much either. But these
random ditches across the
campus are getting to be a
Continued On Page 9
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And Another Thing
The Story Of Joe City
Once upon a time there was
an area in the American
Wilderness that no one had ever
heard of. It seemed that it was
in just about the middle of
nowhere. But one day someone
discovered gold there a nd
suddenly men came from all
over the world to dig for the
precious ore so they could
enrich their lives and prepare
themselves for a happy future
(financially ) .
During the day , the miners
committed themselves to their
religious
digging
and
accumulation of gold, but
during the nights, the poor old
boys didn 't have a lot to do. The
guys could always go down to
the local saloons and engage in
social conversation with their
peers over a cold glass of brew ,
or there was always the general
store, where they could look at
the latest dirty pictures on those
French postcards, but for the
men , life just wasn't complete.
There were no women.
I ·suppose I haven 't really
been able to paint an accurate
picture of life in the boom town
but let me assure you, any tow~
that 's full of nothing but
drunken , horny miners is not
even a nice place to visit, let
alone live in.
Now the men weren 't exactly
trapped inside their mining
village. Practically everyone
left during certain times 01 the
year· like when the season was
wrong for mining because Of the
rains and the ground becoming
too soft, making it dangerous to
work below the ground. So no
one ever really forgot what it
members
was like to be with
of the op posite sex, but even·
tually all the men had to return
fo r another nine or ten months
of loneliness .
One cold , lonely night· one of
the coldest and dreari est of the
whole mining season· a number
of the men cracked. No longer
could they satisfy themselves
with drinking, looking at
pictures, and taking cold baths
in the local mountain stream.
They had to ha ve the real thing·
Girls'
In blind fits of terror, the men
(about a dozen of them) got on
their horses, mules , goats, or
whatever and raced home to
find their old childhood
sweethearts,
th eir
new
childhood sweethearts , casual
aquaintaoces , or whatever and
get married. In a couple of
weeks they all returned with
th eir new brides and things
seemed as though they would be
mu ch better. But that wasn't
the case.
All the twelve succeeded in
doing was reminding everyone
else in the town what they were
missing and everyone began to
crack up. A town meeting was
called to figure out some sort of
workable solution .
"We gotta git some broads in
here fast 'fore we start havin '
real problems ," one man
sh()uted.
" Yeah man , lets gets us some
of those perty ones soes we can
gf'ts marri ed like Zeb and the
boys."
" Naw, I don 't want to get
married . I just want releif'
I.f'I. 's gd some of them sexy
" Io(,sl' " women like in New
(lrl .. ans. "
"No. r want Had women. "
" (;r/od' "
II B;IfJ' "
" (;,),)(J "
' 1\:0<1"
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And so they argued into the
night. Finally it was decided
that they would get women that
were "slightly less than good"
because a lot of the miners
didn 't want wives because they
were already engaged and were
just waiting until they could get
their fortunes to get married.
And since female com·
panionship was really all
everyone was after, it seemed
the only thing to do , So now you
know the types of women that
were to be found in a town full of
drunken horny miners.
Many years later, the little
'town had grown . First, all the
little mines had been taken over
oy one big mining company
which everyone workea lor;
then the mining company was
bought
out by a
big
conglomerate
corporation
which owned three other
companies of related fields that
were located in other parts of
the state. (Did I mention that
the wildnerness had become a
state?) But this caused a bigger
much more serious problem for
the miners .
When the conglomerate
bought out the mine, it also
started setting up a lot of new,
different types of businesses
within the same complex-businesses that were not exelusively for miners. And these
businesses began attracting
other kinds of workers to the
town, which by this time had
been named "Joe City," and '
among· the new employees were
·women. But these were different types of women. These
were ladies. These ladies were
coming to work at the company
for different reasons . For
many , the company offered
good employment in a location "
that was not too far from their
homes. For others , the com- ·
pany was an opportunity to get
a little experience in their
chosen field before moving to
one of the branches within the
conglomerage.
Of course there were a few
women around who had other
ideas - like some realized that
the huge number of eligible
bacheiors offered them an
excellent chance to land a guy
in the church , but these girls
were in the miniority and
besides, this went on in all big
companies and everybody knew
it and didn't care.
But the main problem grew
out of history. You see, citizens
of the town remembered the
I area when it was young and

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
• • •

By Kent Yoest
newly established, and they
were proud of their heritage.
Everyone looked back fondly on
the founding miners who had
sacrificed their lives to
loneliness and drunkeness. In
many ways , the original
inhabitants of the boom town
became folk-lore gods and
heros.
Out of love for their by-nowstereotyped predecessors the
townspeople tried their best to
maintain the image. They kept
up the image of the heavy
drinker (and that was a lot of
fun for them too). They still
longed for female companionship (and that wasn 't too
hard to do because there still
weren't that many girls
around ), but when they tried to
for ce the old image of the
"loose" women on the new
breed of girls in town, all hell
broke loose.
Many of the girls realized the
humor of the traditional girl of
the town and enjoyed playing
along with the joke and helping
continue it, but many took the
joke as a personal insult to their
femininity and virtue.
It seemed that soon the whole
town was argueing and tempers
were flaring on both sides . A lot
of people ended up saying a lot
of things they really didn't
mean because they were more
interested in thinking up funny
insults than they were in trying
to patch things up.
Finally everyone realized
something really important.
They realized that as a whole,
the guys really loved the girls
and having the women
around made everything seem a
little nicer. They also realized
that sterotypes were hard to
change and that everyone
should keep his or her sense of
humor with them at all times.
In the end, the girls pledged to
not take themselves so seriously
and the guys appologized and
promised not to give the girls so
many opportuni ties to take
themselves so seriously.
It looked like everybody was
going to live happily ever after
when , witho'ut warning, the
presient of the four -company
conglomerate announced that
he restructuring the firm and
all the girls were transferred to
other lo~ations, Then the poor
guys at the mines had to go back
to drinking at the local saloons
and looking at the French
postcards, not to mention those
cold baths in the s't ream!
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Cleveland Indians Sued
CLEVELAND, OHIO (CPS)
Russell C. Means, executive
director of the American Indian
Movement (AIM) and director
of the Cleveland American
Indian Center says the "Chief
Wahoo" symbol used by the
Cleveland baseball team
degrades and demeans the
American Indian. Means said a
Legal Aid Soceity attorney will
file a $9 million suit against
owner ,
Vernon
Stouffer
Tuesday in Cayahoga County
Common Pleas Court and will
seek an injunction to stoP the
use of the symbol

.

"How long do you think the
stadium would stand if the team
were C'alled the Cleveland
Negroes with a caricature of
Aunt Jemima or Little Black
Sambo, and every time a ball
was hit some guy would c lme out and do a soft shoe?" M"ans
asked .
" The
Whole
viewpoint
America takes of the Indian is
that we don't count," Means
said.
" Can you envision the
Washington football team
called the Washington Rednecks instead of the Redskins?"
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What's The Scoop?

By Charles Laderoute

Dropout Problems

What is It? Simply one of the light poles outside
the Library as seen through the camera of Dave
Hardin, Miner Photographic editor.
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Pete's Potshots
Continued From Page 4
our area ," he said, fingering his
whip. "The threat of rampant
perversion has been ex·
tensively, investigated by
several members of the com·
mittee, notably myself and
"Swish" Gay , and we were
unable to find any willing
partners, even when we offered
them part of our $1.5 million
appropriation ."
In a bulletin issued this
morning, Botchmore was
adamant in sticking to his
original proposal , " The Skull

and Rope ." " I see no reason to
defend the plan from attack, or
answer in any way the cri tics,
since the plan was only tentative," he said, hugging his
teddy bear .
When informed of the uniform
statewide student opposition,
evidence by petitions, letterwriting campaigns , and
editorials , Botchmore commented, " There are always a
few ma lcontents among the
students, but the administrators
all agree its a fine idea."

'NOTICE

NOTICE
The Miner 'is accepting
applications for staff
writers in news and
features. Anyone may
apply at the Miner office,
204-T-14.

If you are a Veteran or
War Orphan and have not
enrolled with Miss Carney
in the Registrar's office for
the 1972 spring semester,
please do so immediately
in order to avoid delay of
payments.

While strolling to the library
the other day I forgot to watch
my step for a minute, tripped on
something, and almost broke
my neck. Upon careful scutiny
of the situation, I discovered
that what I had tripped on was a
brick which had become
dislodged from the elegant and
stunning UMR library concrete
pavilion
and
makeshift
waterway. That lovely and
aesthetically pleasing brick and
concrete facade in its old age of
five years could no longer
withstand the rigors of little
Miner feet and was beginning to
crumble . Yes crumble!
As I took a closer look, I found
that with a little nudge of the
right foot and a little probing
with my left index finger , I was
able to dismantle no less than
three bricks in a matter of
seconds . But this was not so
much a malicious act as it
sounds for the mortar interwined with the etheral bricks
has passed on to the big cement
mixer in the sky - it had
returned to its constituent
elements of sand and a chalky
substance resembling dirt.
I was so shocked by this experience that I had to sit down
for a minute to regain my
composure. Doing so my mind
started to wander back to a few
months ago when assorted B &
G Boys brick layers (?), etc.
could ~ seen prancing around
the library from early morn to
well past noon patching up the
mortar in the exterior walls of
the library and the vertical
brick wall which adjoins the
library on the West side. I
recalled that the bricks in those
two structures had the same
appearence as that of the
concrete which I had befalled
upon. Yes , our dear and lovely
study area, the library , had a
very bad dropout problem - its
mortar. As I pondered those
bygone days I recalled seeing a
couple of C. E. jocks gazing at
the workers and as they
scra tched mortar from the
structure they mentioned what
a fine job the bricklayers had
done. They also conjectured
that the layers may also have
used dead cement. And they
also stated that possibly the

problem could also be allayed
on a bad job done by a state
inspector in checking out the
taxpayers fine new structure.
My recollections finally
brought me to another astute
realization. I remembered that
only a few days after the
workers had done their zip-zap
repair job there was a Ii ttle
meeting of the Board of
Curators or a visit by a big
dignitary or some such wheeland-<leal occasion at UMR. With
my great abilities at research
and conclusions, I felt that
probably the repair job and the
me eting could hav e been
related in some manner or
another .
As my mind marched out of
its nostalgic nonsense , I took a
good long look at the concrete
plaza (mistake ) before me and
was overwhelmed! Here was a
couple of million dollars worth
of building, paid for by the
taxpayers of the state of
Missouri, which was falling
apart in only five years from its
emergence' I thought of what
the headlines would look like in
the big city newspapers "Thirty
Seven Students Crushed at
Local University as Building
Crumbles".
- I
then

acknowledged that this was all
a big bunch of imagination, but
could it happen? Whether or not
it could, I faced the fact that the
work done on the library was of
inferior quality. And what if the
new Engineering Research
Building , Humanities-Social
Sciences
Building ,Student
Center, etc , etc , also have this
same fault? It seems pretty
ridiculous to patch up a multimillion dollar building only a
few years after it has been
opened.
Never-the-less, I got up from
my perch and strained an
adanoid opening the door to
enter the library . As I dug
through the cardfiles to locate
some material for a term paper,
I found that there was a total of
6 books rela ting to my topic of
Crime Prevention. Somewhat
disenchanted, I left the library
and walking across the mall I
realized that these problem s
didn 't seem that bad after all.
For the University has $40,000
allocated
for
campus
beautification of the mall. At
least we will have a striking
quad to impress all of the
visiting dignitaries. So all is not
lost.

Counseling and Testing Center
Offers Communication Course
The UMR Counseling and
Testing Center will offer a 10week non-credit semester for
the purpose of further
developing the communication
and interpersonal skills of the
participants. This program is
offered
primarily
for
graduating seniors who would
like to enhance their skills and
improve their personal and
professional competence. The
need for this program has
become evident through the
Career Development Seach
Pattern offered jointly by the
Counseling a nd Placement
Centers.
This program is based upon a
facilatation
model
that,
systematIcally enables persons
to learn to interact more
successfully .
It
uses

discrimination training and
communication experiences to
aid
persons to gain the
necessary skills for more
satisfactory
interpersonal
relationships.
Only a limited number of
applicants will be accepted for
this semester. Please come by
the Counseling Center (l05
Rolla Building) or call 341-4211
by January 28 to enroll .

NOTICE
The Westley Foundation is
inviting all interested
students to come and hear
Rev. Brenden Lawless
speak about the conflict in
Ireland on Wednesday
night, Jan. 26, at 6: 00 p.m.
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Menu·
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by Patrick Michaels

Well gang I would 've thought
that after my first semesters
work for the Miner my
probability of returning to the
scene for another semester of
tantalizing treats would, in fact ,
be small. But low and behold,
the angels of mercy hath
showered upon me thousands of
cards and letters. which my dog
Alfred and I do truly appreciate. Thanks to all my
loving fans I'm back by popular

demand an d so her e is some
culinary expertise and it 's just
for you.
As you may well know Wades
Taco Pa lace is no long er in
ex ist ence du e to the fact th at
Lance Wade sole owner and
operator of the Palace has
graduated. We were all hoping
that maybe by some quirk of
fate he would flunk EE 177 and
be with us one semester longer.
In fact, he sweated it out.
Irregardless of his graduation
his name will long be
remembered in the halls of
UMR. To assure that his name
would inde ed be remembered
he will ed to me his many
famous recipes from which I
drew the first treat of the year.
Warlt>s lIot Beef Tacos
(sen'es eight>
~

lbs. ground chuck or beef

.:1 tbsp of salad oil

'" !spns. oregano
"., cup of minced onion
I ISIHIS of freshly minced chili
IlI'lll)(,I's

. . ~ tspns of powdered mole or
('hili powder

· . Salt, Pepper
of puree or'tomato sauce
· .1(\ taco shells
· . shredded lettuce and cheddar
cheeJ'.p
· . 1 cup

Heat oil in large saucepan.
Add beef. Sa ute until meat loses
ra w color, stiring frequently
wi th a kitchen fork to break the
meat apart. Stir in oregano,
onion , garlic, chili peppers and
powder. Add 2 tspns of salt and
'. tspns of black pepper. Use
freshly ground peppercorns if
availab le. :saute about 5
minutes long er. Add tomato
puree or sauce. Simmer very
slowl y for about 45 minutes Qr
until the sauce is thick and the
flavors a r e well blended.
should not be soupy, so don't be
a fr a id ' to cook long er if
necessary. Heat taco shells
following the directions on the
package.
When everything is ready , set
the hot taco shells , the sauce
and the shredded lettuce and
cheese in the center of the table
where everyone is sure to reach
it. Spoon sauce into taco and
cover with lettuce and cheese .
ENJOY!

As with any great food there
is usually a drink that fits it.
Such is the case with Wade 's
Hot Tacos , in fact the only drink
besides milk or beer that fits it
a superb coffee called Cafe
Royale. It's truly magnificent
drink employi ng cognac or rum
as the flaming star.
Cafe Royale
coffee measures (12 level
tblspns) American Coffee
IN ozs. water
. .small sugar cubes
. . cognac or rum
G

Brew coffee in a dripolator,
percolator or paper-filter coffee
maker. The coffee should be at
leas t double strength. Into each
cup add sugar as desired. One
important thing to remember is
to add one less sugar cube than
you would normally use. Take
this sugar cube and place it in a
tablespoon and fill with cognac
or rum. Hold the spoon over the
hot coffee to warm the cognac;
set ablaze. When flames subside, stir into the coffee and
ENJOY. This drink was brought
to you by the famous gourmet
Thomas Mario.
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To the Edi tor
Missouri Miner
Alumnus Richard J. Tallon's
letter in the December 8th
Missouri Miner refers to a
" pusillanimous plea " that Mr.
Cusumano move to another
campus , whereas Mr . Tallon
indicated that he "was sure"
that the quotes, attributed to a
UMR dean , concerning Mr .
Cusumano's qualifications to
remain on the UMR faculty,
would result in a "storm of
angry letters". Presumably Mr.
Tallon believed that "the storm
of angry letters" would favor
Mr . Cusumano 's retention on
the UMR faculty .
I surmise that Mr. Tallon 's
use of the " 75 cent " word
" pusillanimous " and his
disappointment at our failure to
defend Mr. Cusumano be
"letters to the Editor" indicate
that he thinks that his Alma
Mater is staffed by a rather
cowardly lot of professors. I
wonder whether or not he has
heard the Carey Croneis
definition of a professor;:'
Croneis , variously Geology
Professor at Chicago, l-resident
of Beloit, and an administrator
at Rice defined a professor as
one " too lazy to work but too
timid to steal."
Seriously, as Mr. Tallon must
know, the human animal ,
whether living inside or outside
the academic fence , is the
exception when he will risk life,
. limb, or important financial
advantage
to
help
a
beleaguered fellow man.
Perhaps the would be " hero"
has a lower survival rate than
his more conservative (did you
~a y pusillanimous, Mr. Tallon?)
associate, and thence does not
leave as many of his genetic
counterparts, as does the more
conservative (pusillanimous? )
associate.
There are various reasons, of
course, for the lack of "a storm
of angry letters". One
colleague, who I do not consider
to be "pusillanimous" and who
has experience both as a
professor and administrator
t< ld me that his own teaching
h ld suffered rather than im, :1roved after he secured his Ph.
D. , and that he thought the
chances were very remote that
Cusumano's teaching would
improve, were he to secure the
Ph . D. degree. This colleague
sa id tha t he though t, however,
that the Missouri Mine, is an
organ to convey student
opinion and is not ' a
proper
journal
for
display of differences in opinion
between faculty a nd ad ministration.
Another point of view was
expressed to me by another
colleague who told me that
Cusumano had the same opportunity as had he to secure
the PhD. I thought tha t I
detected a certain smugness ,
indicating that this colleague
was hinting that if Cusumano
did not possess the intellect to
successfully hunt the union card
(Ph .D.) and reduce it to his
possession he (Cusumano) did
not qualify as a worthy
academic colleague of proper
possessors of the union card .
With my customary lack of tact
I reminded this colleague that
some years ago when he was a
graduate student he had confided to a professor that his
spirits were at a very low ebb
because of trouble with his
grades, and because at least one
of his Ph .D.
C" mmittee

members thought that he was
not of graduate school calibre,
and that he had decided to drop
out of graduate school. I also
reminded him that this
professor had told him that if he
spoke softly to his detractors,
and dug a deep trench, keeping
his head down and his tail up,
like a coyote in pursuit of a field
mouse, he would a t long last ·
capture the elusive parchment,
even though at the moment he
did not feel that his academic
abilities were equal to the
challenge.
My collegue looked at me
with some uncertainty, but to do
him credit he told me the next
day that he well membered the
advice , and that it was a
critical factor in his decision to
stay in school , and eventually to
secure his Ph.D. The point was,
of course , that Cusumano's lack
of a Ph .D. should properly be
neither a plus nor a minus
factor in evaluating hi~
academic qualification to teach.
Yet another reason for not
publicly endorsing Cusumano's
side of the controversy wa~
advanced by another colleague ,
who said privately that he
thought that Cusumano was
being improperly treated. The
colleague was reminded that
several years ago he had
become the object of a vengeful
attack i:ly a department administrator who had ordered
him to sign a letter of
resignation because he had
been a co-signer of a letter to
the administrator objecting to
the -administrator's improper
and arbitrary transferring of
courses out of the department's
curricula without prior consultation with his staff. The
colleague was reminded that
one and only one of the five cosigners of the letter of protest
had r esponded to his plea to
support him against the improper pressures of the administrator, and had persuaded
him not to sign the letter of
resignation . The colleague
replied that he remembered the
event very well and that he was
very appreciative that one of
his colleagues had " risked his
own neck" to support him
against the adminstrator ' s
attack on his livelihood.
I then asked my "appreciative" colleague whether
or not he did not believe in the
Golden Rule to the extent that
inasmuch as he believed
Cusumano's cause was just he
also believed tha t he should
publicly support Cusumano.
My colleague replied in effect
" no, you can't fight city hall!
Look , what happened to my
supporter. He now is the lowest
paid man in the department,
lower even than myself! " So
much, Mr . Tallon, for the
tangible rewards of not being
"pusillanimous. "
My personal contact with Vic
Cusumano has been largely in
the classroom and laboratory, .
where he was (at least in my
classes ) an excellent student.
His students and the UMR
administration have recognized
him as an excellent teacher. If
the administration fears , as has
been indicated in The Missouri
Miner, that his teaching expertise may weaken if he does
not get a Ph.D . , I would think
that anxiety on this possibility
might be allayed by the expectation
that
gradual
weakening of his proficiency
would bring it no lower than the
level of teaching competency

now maintained
by the bulk
of his colleagues, whether or not
they have the Ph.D.
I believe that much of the
anxiety of many administrators
to have all staff members
possess the nearly ubiquitous
Ph.D . is not based on their
honest conviction that the Ph.D.
automatically guarantees
knowledge of subject matter
and teaching competence. It is
rather, I believe, based on the
conviction that 100 per cent Ph.D. staffs "look nice in the
catalog ." This "cosmetics of
the catalog" approach is an
easy , if not a very imaginative
means of suggesting that a
department or a university has
a highly qualified teaching and
research staff.
This is not a dia tri be against
the Ph.D. Many competent
educators possess the Ph.D. On
the other hand, there are
glaring examples of Ph.D.
holders, who have rapidly attained hi~h academic rank,
high salary rank, and administrative rank, in spite of
dismal academic performance
on the undergraduate level. F or
the most part these "under
achievers" on the undergrate
level have not attained a high
level of profe,ssional competence, after baging the PhD.
degree. In some cases lack of
professional competence is
glossed over by ability to
manipulate English in "small '
talk" situations not relevant to
their areas of presumed
professtionai competence. In
other cases, even language
manipulation ability is missing, .
together with professional
competence, leaving educated
audiences amazed at "Dizzy
Deanish" malapropisms, and
blunders in pronounciation .
Certainly , in the long run the
professionally inept holder of
the Ph.D., despite his abilities
at "politicking", will render
less service to the student body,
and to the University than will
a good, conscientious teacher
who is concerned about the
welfare of his students.
. I do not want my remarks
about "the Cusumano case" to
be construced as indicating my
conviction that the situation at
UMR differs in marked degree
from the "set up " at many
institutions "of higher learning". In fact my observations
indicate that in many respects
the academic climate at UMR is
superior to that at many other
institutions. However, I believe
that the concern of alumni for
their Alma Mater is a healthy
thing , and I commend Mr.
Tallon for his interest and for
his scholarly letter.
Ray E. Morgan

The Editor
At the request of Iranian
Students Association of the
United States, Mr. John Thorne,
a San Jose, California attorney
who is representing the
National Lawer 's Guild has
gone to Iran to participate in the
trial of 80 Iranian Patriots
(which includes 30, engineers,
some college students and
professors and also high
ranking government officials).
Accompanying Mr. Thorne is
Mrs. Jacqueling Portel who is a
French attorney and is
representing the following
European organizations :
League of Human RightsSwitzerland , International

Association of Democratic
Lawyers-Belgium, and International Federa tion of
Human Rights-France.
News reaching the Confederation of Iranian Students
(SIC-NU) reveals the growing
repression if Tran is exemplified
by the arrest of 4000 people
before and during
the
celebration, the 5 patriots
executed only days before the
celebration, the arrest of the 37,
and now more than 40 others
have been arrested in connection with the 37 bringing the
total in this case to over 80.
These 80 prisoners have been
subjected to severe torture
since the day of their arrests.
At this time the Iranian
regime is a ttempting to secretly
try the 37 in military tribunals
according to its customary
treatment
for
political
prisoners. The focus of public
attention on the visit of these
lawyers will force the regime to
open the court of
international observers. The
publicity gained by the
presence of such observers in
the past has forced the regime
to reduce sentences, including
sentences of execution.
The
Iranian
Students
Association in the United States
urges all progressive and
democratic indivuals to send
telegrams to Iranian Prime
Minister Hoveyda, Tehran,
Iran, protesting the brutal,
inhumane treatment of the 37
and other political prisoners
and demanding the right for
international observers to attend the trials and meet with
these political prisoners.
Secretary of Iranian Students
Association of the U.S.

To the Editor of the Missouri
Miner:
In regard to the article
written by Pete Pixum in the
December 8th issue of
theMissouri Miner, I would like
to apologize to the three UMR
coeds and the Street Corner
Stanta that were doused with
water by some overly enthusiatic members of the
M.R.H.A.
If we had known that Pete
Pixum had been one of the
carolers I'm sure that
something special could have
been whipped up for him. Mr.
Pixum has had difficulty in the
past with writting four letters of
the alphabet ---M.R.H.A. He
insists on writing the word
"dormies" in place of those four
easy letters ---M.R.H.A. On
second thought maybe Pete's
presence, assuming Pete was
really there since the article
was so descriptive, was the real
cause of the dousing.
As to the descriptiveness of
Pete's article he failed to
mention the drunken , rowdy
condition of the carolers, the
extraneous comments made by
a few of the carolers, and that
the night in question was the
night before the final physics
test. Pete's ability on intramural activities is alright,
but his ability as an on the spot
reporter leaves something to be
desired.
In reference to Pete 's
outlandish remarks to our
project of raising funds for

~

Sej

Boy's Town, I will refrain from
even commenting.
Pete spoke of courage in his
article; what I would like to
know is how he can speak of
such a word when he can't even
sign his real name to his
column.
Respectf\llly yours,
K. Daniel Hinkle
To the Editor:
Having just completed the
January
19th
Miner
(newspaper?),
and
the
accompanying vomiting which
follows thereof, I am writing
protest what this paper has
become in the last few months.
Evidently, those in charge of
what is printed are either
completely absent of couth, or
else are trying to reinsta te the
traditional ruff-n-tuff Joe
Miner. Last year we were
fortunate in that the school
newspaper appeared to be
coming of age in many ways. A
notable example of this was
"Dear Hortense". This year, we
have "Dear Balthazar". Wow. I
do not know who writes (sic)
attempt at humor (sic), but he
(they? it?) apparently has the
vocabulary of a Junior High
School boys' locker room wall
and a sense of humor and in:
venti veness going little beyond
Liver a la Portnoy. "Journalistic
Freedom" is an imperative, but
those responsible for "Dear
Balthazar" abuse both of these
words.
Or was I correct that the
comeback of the traditional
Miner is being champoined? Let
us hope not. He is of the genre
which has built the vast
dictatorship of technology (sic)
and materialism which is
killing our country, and 'the
world. As a student he cares not
who he offends by vulgarity or
other displays of selfishness;
when he has gotten his
education (?) and left for his
professional world, he continues
to offend by these same selfish
methods. It is really hard to see
our
technological
why
forefathers build pollution and
death into our way of life?
This is not to say that I am
anti-science, anti-engineering,
or anti-UMR. As a senior
majoring in Mathematics, and
planning to go on for a degree in
Chemistry, I would hope that I
never become one of the many
who in essence demand an
anarchistic return to a
technological dark age. But, by
the same token, I can only view
the traditional Miner with
disgust.
As a final note, I see two
prominent advertisements in
the above mentioned issue
concerning ROTC. I would
assume that these are paid for
by someone. If they are printed
as a "public service" however,
I can see no reason why
alternative advertisement by
organizations such as Vietnam
Veterans Against the War, the
Fellowship of Reconciliation, or
the American Friends Service
Committe'e (Quaker s)
are
not
included .
If
ROTC is an important part of
the University Experience, it
should no more be advertized
than Math 302 or Psych 50. If, on
the other hand, it is not an
important part of the University
Experience, why is it listed in
our general catalogue?
Thank you for your inattention.
Charles C. Fuller
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Campus Club Reveals
Secrets Of Success
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In these times of decreased
campus enrollment many
eating clubs have found
themselves in financial trouble
due to decreased membership.
Perhaps, the most glaring
exception to the above
statement is the Campus Glub
which has maintained a high
membership and its financial
integrity despite the present
campus situation. With this in
mind, the Missouri Miner went
to the Campus Club to learn its
secret since everybody buys
their food from baSically the
same distributors and its
location is no more advantagous
than
Tech
Club 's
or
Shamrock's,
The president of the campus
Club, F'hil Bolt, feels that
Campus Club's good fortune is
due in large to its central
location, attractive enterior and
the finesse of its friendly
culinary artisans. John Dodge,
business manager, is more
modest and attributes its good
fortune to many "little things"
such as an abundance of new
members in the fall ~' the high
rate of return of old members,
lack of major financial setbacks, good leadership, and

several coeds . ..He feels that a
key factor was Campus Club's
past business manager holding
office for two consecutive
years. "This would enable any
business manager to acquire a
better understanding of what he
needs and who to purchase it
from ."
Michael Magee, a member of
the Campus Club, feels that the
Capmus Club's success is due in
large part to its low key image.
That is not that Campus Club
doesn't have its share of
"hotdoggers", but the membership in general is reserved
and really not expected to be
active. This is appealing to a
man carrying 17 or 18 hours and
just looking for a place to eat
food
at ,
extremely
reasonable prices. He does not
have to clean up the club or feel
socially responsible for participating in intramurals since
the club is not a giant there.
This all adds up to be a very
comfortable niche for several
people and boosts the club's
membership.
Perhaps, this the luck that
the Campus Club couples with
good leadership and fine food to
made it a winning organization.

7wrong reasons
for having a baby
1. uYou'remarriedayear

now. When are you going

to give us gral)dehil~ren 1"

2. "You want to have a kid,
Evelyn 1 All right, we'll

have a kid. Maybe that'll
patch things up."

8. "Why knock myself out
working when 1 can have

a baby?"
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"I bet my parents would
send us money if we had
a baby ..."

,

5. "Heh-heh, hey Frankie,
what are you and Margie
waiting for?
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6, "We only want two kids.
But if we don't have a boy
we'll keep trying!"

't~

Work continues on the new Chemistry Building located on the south end of the
campus. The new structure, according to an unknown artist on the fence
borders the Chancellor's house, is "The Future Home of Dr. Jekyland Mr.
Hyde."

Oea".
Continued From Page 5
severe pain, By the way, what
devious schemes are they up to
this time?
Curious (lost)
Dear Lost,
If you think that you are lost
now , just wait! I understand
that the UMR Campus Improvement , Beautification,
Destruction , and Erection
Committee has a Million$
alocated to them, They plan to
build a 379 meter statue of C,
Bratch Richford shaking hands
with Merlye Backer, The
erection of the statues will be in
the center of the mall betwixt
Parker Hall , the ME building,
Stud U and the UMR Convention
center. There will also be 3
fountains of various sizes, each
spewing forth multi-colored
water and being coordinated
with the music from Getting
Straight, Easy Rider and The
Impossible Dream. There will
also be 69 benches placed
appropriately for all the people
Sitting on the ground to be
shaded from the sun. And last
but not least there will be
another 47 miles of sidewalks
laid exactly where the best
grass is presently growing.
Dear Mr, Charles C. Fuller,
(Refer to Letter to the Editor)
Humorously-You did not say
what you just finished doing
with the Miner,Apparently you
must have ate it if you vomited
when you completed it.
Seriously--I believe that you
are in a daze or are just taking

all of your gripes out on me
and the Miner. Protest will not
get you anywhere, You speak
negatively of ROTC infer
negative thoughts of the 'war in
Vietnam, etc, so you should face
the fact that protest gets you no
place! All of the protest against
the war only ended in a lot of
students dying for nothing and
cruds like Hoffman making a
fortune by exploiting those
foolish enough to buy his book
and his put-<ln way of life,
I do, howe ver ,congratulate
you on your attempt at constructive criticism-very few
Miners take the time to give us
their views. Still though , I am
perplexed at what your letter is
trying to get at! First you
congratulate the Miner for
something and then you stick a
knife in our back. What are you
getting at?
I agree with many of your
views about the trational Miner
and all of the other band wagon
stuff that you write about. But
what has that got to do with my
column? If you have ever read
it before you would probably
have noticed that I am anti Viet
Nam, anti pollution, anti
traditional Miner, pro coed
(seriously), pro conservation,
pro America, Mother and apple
pie,
As not a final note, your
assumption that the ROTC ads
were paid for by someone is
correct. A very fine assumption
I must admit. They were paid
for by the U.S, Army and the
U ,S, Air Force. We do not give a
full page of free advertising to
anyone, We do however, give
free advertising, but it is stated

in the ad that it is free when we
use it.
And until · there is world
peace, the lJnited States will
have to have some sort of
defenses. That is what the Air
Force and Army ROTC are here
for, Though I have my reservations as to the Universal
Importance of ROTC as to the
University Experience, it is not
mandatory that you have to
take it. Don't bitch if its not
forced on you. However, there
are a number of courses on this
campus that I know are worthless and ARE mandatory!
I would like to add that if you
think that wer are doing such a
poor job and are heading back
to the 1960 Miner Image , then
why don 't you come work for
the Miner? We have many
letters from people like yourself
who are just looking for
something to bitch at. Why not
do some constructive stuff and
quit protesting, Mr, Fuller?
Being on the defense is pretty
easy for me, but I have given
you my inattention. Thank you
for your insolence!
Balthazar M, Schwizinski, III ,
Esq, Etc.

NOTICE
All students interested in
joining the "Internatioilal
Fellowship" are invited to
attend the first meeting
tomorrow night, January
27 in room 107 of the Mining
BUilding.

7, "Sure 1 want babies. What
else is a woman for?"

:~'"
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These are just seven of the many
wrong reasons for having a baby.
There's only one right reason:
because you realJywantone.
And the right time is when you
want one. When the baby can be a
welcome addition, not an accidental
burden.

Planned Parenthood

Children by choice. Not chance.

Rdumable with the I'urcbau
of an y L A RGE-SIZE PIZZA
at

THE PIZZA HUTS
OF MISSOURI ~
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PIZZA HUT PETE
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Planned Parenthood is a national, non-proftt organiution dedicated totroviding
information and effective means of family planning to an who want an need it.
advertising contributed for the public good
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The UMR Miners unable to
shake a road-game jinx dropped
their eighth straight away game
to Southeast Missouri State,
85-73, last Saturday. It was·
Coach Key's round bailers
second conference loss against
one win. They are 5-8 overall.
The Miners will attempt to
even their record against
Northwest Missouri StateKirksville, January 31.

-~--

points the Miners were only
able to collect three points from
the charity stripe. With nine
minutes remaining the SEMS.
Indians had the contest ·sewed
up at 68-54.
The Miners made a mild
threat late in the game on a
three point play by Williams. A
basket by Bill Newman closed
the gap to nine points . The
Indians countered by outscoring
the Miners , 9-1 , to end UMR's
hopes and give Cape their first
conference win following three
defeats. Coach Bob Cradic's
cagers are 7-5 for the season.
By the game's end four Cape
players, including the front line
of Jim Anderson, Fred Johnson
and Reid had fouled out. By this
time , however. all the
necessary damage had been
done. Anderson a-nd company
accounted for 49 points among
them and 32 rebounds. Reid
alone picked off 15 caroms.
Anderson, just recovering from
the flu, was held scoreless by
the Miners defense for most of
the first half. Before fouling out
late in the game the MIAA's
leading scorer last season
tossed in 19 points on eight field
goals and three free throws.
Hampered by early foul
trouble, Williams, the second
leading scorer in the MIAA, had
only i6 points and eight

John Ladner came off
the bench to give the
Miners a lift as he
scored ten points,
Rich Peters, the Miners
center, tied with SEMS's Andrew Reid for scoring honors
with 20 points. John Williams
tossed in a sub-par 16 points and
. John Ladner added 10 in a fine
reserve effort.
The second half proved to be
the Miner's downfalL At the
intermission UMR and Cape
were deadlocked, 42-42, but the
Indians outscored Rolla, 43-31,
in the second period. The
Miners were able to connect on
only eight of 28 shots from the
field.
Five minutes into the second
period the Miner scoring punch
completely disappeared. While
the Indians were ripping off 14

Tommy Noel scored 5
points and grabbed 9
rebounds.

Sports Calendar
Basketball
N.W. Mo. State
N.E. Mo. State
S.W. Mo. State
C.M.S.

Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla

UMR Quad
Washington U.
N.E. Mo. State
Mo. Valley

Rolla
St. Louis
Rolla
Marshall

Drury College
William Jewell
U.M.C.

Rolla
Rolla
Columbia

Wrestling
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

29
2

5
8

Swimming
Jan. 29
Feb. 4
Feb. 5

-

Miner Sports

Indians Ambush Miners, 85-73
-----------------

Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb . 5
Feb. 7

197~

rebounds - both well below his
season average.
Williams drew his fourth
personal early in the second
half and fouled out late in the
game.
Sophomore Tommy Noel had
only five counters, but led the
UMR rebounders with nine.
Ladner, who had been
replaced by Noel in the starting
five , came off the bench to score
in double figures.
Surprisingly, the Miners, who
are one of the top rebounding
teams in the conference, were
bea ten on the boards by the
smaller Indians. Cape pulled
down 5·1 rebounds to 40 for
Rolla.
While SEMS was fouling out
the Miners were missing free
throw attempts. The UMR
cagers went to the charity line
43 times, but could connect on
only 25 tries.
UMR commited 17 turnovers
to 14 for Cape in the second half.
Each team finished the game
with 25 turnovers.

Second Half Blues

UMR(73)
Peters
Williams
Noel
LeGrand
Newman
Ladner
Kissack
Sandhaus
Irvin
Davidson
McKenzie
Totals
SEMS (85)
Anderson
Reid
Johnson
Bishop
Payne
Maritz
Hale
Steighorst
Landgraf
Totals

FG FT TP
6
6
1
3
3
3
1
1
0
0
0

8
4
3
2
0
4
0
3
0
0
0

20
16
5
8
6
10
2
5
0
0
0

24

25

73

FG FT TP
8
7
3
6
1
2
2
2

3
6
4
1
3
2
2
0
0

19
20
10
13
5
6
6
4
2

32

21

85

The "home court advantage" is
making itself apparent for the
Miner roundballers this year.
So far they are 5-8 on the season
wi th all of their wins coming at
, home, and all the losses on the
road.
Tim Blood of the UMR swimming team is making a name
for himself around the MlAA.
He leads the MIAA in three
different categories, 'and,
according to "Swimming
World" in their NCAA College
Division, he is ranked seventh
in the nation in the 50 yard
freestyle, and eighth in the 100
yard freestyle.
Gary
McAlpin,
the
preructed winner of the MIAA
heavyweight division is out for
the season, according to coach
Joe Keeton. His injury was
sustained during this year's
homecoming football game.
Robbie
Armstrong, the 126
pound entry for the Miner
grapplers had real competition
yesterday when he went against
Morey Gitchell, the second
ranked 126 pounder in the
Nation. Morey wrestles for SIU
Edwardsville .

Tankmen .Splash By 'eMS, 81-32
Four Pool Records Shattered
The Miner swim team hosted
the Mules of Central Missouri
State this past Saturday and, as
expected, won easily, 81-32. The
meet was really not even a
contest as the Miners held a 23-2
lead after the first three events.
But even though the pressure
wasn't on, the individual performances were outstanding.
Four records were set, ten
personal best were established
and there were three triple
winners and a double winner. In
addition to this, there were
several close races and a
remarkable performance by
Warrensburg's Mike McCool in
the diving events.
Two records were shattered
in the first event. Bill Kroeger
led off the 400 yard medley
relay with a record time in the
100 yard backstroke with a time
of 1 :02.0. Blood, Belshe, and
Entwistle took over from tliere
and set a record for the event 01
3:58.1, beating the old record of
4 :01.1. In the 200 yard individual
medley, Tim Blood posted a
time of 2: 10.3, eclipsing the old
record of 2: 11.2. Finally, Ron
Dutton scored 193.6 points in the
one-meter diving, beating the
old mark by two-tenths of a
point.
The large nUUU./Cl VI persul1cu
bests is more proof of the
potential and devotedness of
team. Jim Glasa went 11:34.3 in
the 1000 yard free style ,
chopping 1: 35.7 off his previous
top; in the same event , Phil
Henry had an 11 :56.8, 20.1
seconds better than before. Bill
Kroeger had his best time in the
50 yard free style with a time of
:24.4 ; Tim Blood and Bill
Greiser both had their best
times ever in the 200 individual
medley of 2: 10.3 and 2: 20.0
respectively.Jim Glasa came
back with a 5:26.9 in the 50 yard
free style another personal

best; and Lee Allen posted his
best time ever in the 200 yeard
breast stroke, with a 2:34.1. In
the top diving, Ron Dutton had
his top point totals ever in both
events, and Steve Peppers had
his best day ever in the threemeter diving.
For the meet, Tim Blood,
Jack Belshe and Jim Glasa
were the Miner's triple winners
and Kent Wright was a double
winner. Blood and Belshe were
part of the victorious 400
medley relay and Glasa ,
Wright, and Belshe were on the
first place 400 yard free style
relay. Blood also took the 200
LM. and the 200 breast stroke;
Belshe won the 200 fly; Glasa
won the 500 and 1000 yard free
style (where he had his two
personal bests); and Wright
won the 200 yard free style.
Two really exciting finishes
were in the 200 LM . and the 100
yard free style. Bill Greiser was
._bout twelve feet behind CMS's
Woodford after 100 yards but
stedily overtook him in the last
half and won by six seconds .
Doug Crynes was head and head

with UMR's Jim Entwistle until
the last 25 yards and won by
four tenths of a second.
In all fairness, something has
to be said about Mike McCool's
diving performance. Although
Dutton set a UMR record in tile
one-meter diving, he still lost by
more than forty points. Then in
the three -meter diving, both
Peppers and Dutton had personal bests but were beaten by
more' than twenty-five points.
So one can see the caliber of
McCooL
Thus the Miners take a 3-1
mark into next Saturday's meet
here at Rolla against Drury
College
and
Washington
University. And although
Washington University is not
particularly strong, Drury is
ilie best college division team
the Miners will face all year. In
addition to this, Drury is
planning to bring a bus load of
students with them. So the
Miners could really use some
backing next week at 2:00 in
what promises to be a very
significan t meet.
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TERM PAPER RESEARCH UNLIMITED, INC.
"WE GIVE RESULTS"
407 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
SUITE - 790
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605

(312) 922-0300

MU Student Insurance
SPECIAL NOTICE:
Students who have not applied for the University sponsored
Student Group Medical Program must enrol/ by
February 9, 1972.
It costs only $13.25 for 2nd semester and summer.
Dependents can also be covered at attractive rates.
EDUCATION INSURANCE SERVICE-The Plan Administrator
132 East Monroe, St. Louis, Missouri 63122
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Bearcats Strong On Backboards
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The UMR Miners will be
trying to even their conference
record at 2-2 with a victory over
Northwest Missouri State
Saturday night in the MultiPurpose Building. The Bearcats
have a 1-4 conference mark and
are 5-11 overall.
Maryville
features
an
abundance of men capable of
playing at the center and forward positions. Six of them are
primarily forwards - 6' 4"
junior sophomore Paul Jones, 6'
5" freshman Roger Mathes, 6'
5" junior Duane Mounts, 6' 4"
senior Don Nelson, 6' 5" junior
Jim Porter and 6' 5" senior
Gary Wood. Nelson and Wood
are returning from last year's
team which compiled a 14-10
record. Mounts and Porter were
recruited after solid successes
in the junior college ranks.
Nelson, the top returning field
goal and free throw shooter as
well as scorer, will again carry
a sizeable portion of the
Bearca ts ' success hopes .
Nelson grabbed a forward
position last year after transferring from
Florissant
Valley Junior College and
emerged as the top scorer and
third leading rebounder on the
club.
Duane Mounts is one of the
main reasons why the front
court should be solid . " He 's a
good shooter and with work ca n
be a good defensive player. He
handles the ball well a nd is a
grea t offensi ve rebou nder,"
says Coach Bob Inglehart.
Tom Hill , a 6' 7" juni or ,
figures to open the season in the
NO.1 pivot spot after a couple of
campaigns of seasoning on the
junior .varsity. A long with
Ned Gardner, Hill served as
backup man to the graduated
Darnell Moore. Hill is being
counted on to overcome what
Inglehart ·calls "laziness in ball
handling. " "Tom ' s had ' a
change in attitude. He ' s
matured and I think he has the
ability to become a good MIAA
post man. " Coach Inglehart
added.

Don LeBois , a sophomore
from Denver , Colorado , is
counted on to fill a backcourt
spot immediately . LeBois
picked up plenty of junior .
varSity experience in his freshman campaign last year. On the
JV level he averaged 15.9 points
per game and in 15 vaisity
appearances his
scoring
average slipped to 1.4 points per
contest. "He can be an outstanding guard. He's a fine
shooter but needs a little more
discipline in his floor play,"
comments Inglehart.
Inglehart believes Nelson
should have received some
recognition in MIAA circles last
season, but he didn't even make
the all-conference honora ble
mention list. The coach thinks
that will change this time

around. Inglehart also believes
Mounts will be among the top
juniors in the loop, LeBois
among the top sophomores .
Offensively, the Bearcats
have made some changes this
season. The Bearcats will use
pattern-type offense with plenty
of screens to take advantage of
their strength up front. Look for
'the use of a one guard offense' with the pivot man
feeding the frontliners .
Defensively , the Bearcats will
work to improve even more on
last season's top defensive
figure in th MIAA. The team is
basically a man for man
defensive club. The pressing
game also figures in Bearcat
plans in an attempt to utilize
some of their speed and
quickness.
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Matmen Pin Lincoln, 32-9;
Ganz, Sims Post Victories
The UMR wrestling tea m , in
th e mids t of their 1972 MIAA
conferenc e schedule a re
beginning to show their "stuff".
Last Tuesday in the MultiPurpose Building, the Miners
easil y downed the Lincoln
University Tigers in a conference meet. Led by Steve
Ganz, who extented his winning
streak to four outings in a row ,
and Leo Scherrer, who turned in
a brilliant performance, the
Miners outscored the Tigers 329.

Robbie Armstrong, wrestling
118 pounds for the first time in
two weeks, began the evening
by losing a close one to Warren
Outlaw of the Tigers, 8-3 . Tim
Underhill, wrestling 126 pounds,
lost a heartbreaker to a very
quick Darrell Richardson, 4-0.
Scherrer Wins Match
. The first Miner points came
oddly enough , by forfeit. John
Nugent , a t 134 pounds , and
Mike Blackmore at 143 pounds,
both recorded wins in this
ma nn er . In th e 150 pound
category, Leo Scherrer brought
,the crowd to its feet with
several pins, finally settling for
a 12-2 decis ion over his L.U.
opponent, Don Schrieman. Zeb
Nash, the Miner entry in the 158
pound class picked up six more
points for the Miners when
Lincoln U. again failed to put up
an opponent.
Ganz Wins Again

John Williams, the Miners' leading scorer, goes
up for a shot in heavy traffic .

In the next match , Captain
Mickey Simms of the ' Miners
shut out his opponent in a
closely matched battle, 5-0. In
the 177 pound division. UMR's
Kenton Hupp and L.U.'s, Dan
J anuary battled even for two
peri ods . Hupp fi nally came out
on top, 6-3 .. In the 190 pound
class, Steve Ganz provided the
entertainment by shutting out

ended on a low note however , as
Rick Schultz dropped a tough
one to the Heavyweight from
Lincoln, Larry Watkins, 2-4.
Two exhibition matches were
also held that evening
the 167 pound division, Kim
West of the Miners was defeated
by Lincoln 's Gregory Miller in a
squeaker, 4-2 . The second
exhibition match was fought by
two
heavyweights,
Jim
Faulkner of the Miners, and
James Lewis of Lincoln. The
final tally showed Lewis on
top, 10-2. The evening brought
the Miners up to 2-2 in conference play for the year.
Third In Quad
Friday,
the
miners
traveled to Warrensburg
and wrestled the eMS Mules in
a conference meet. CMS, the
predicted 1972 MIAA champs,
thrashed the Miners by the
score of 54·2. The only Miner to
score was Steve Ganz, extending his unbeaten streak to
five in a row . Steve had the
dis tinction of going aginst last
year's conference champion in
the 190 pound class. Steve came
away with a tie in a hotly
contested match. The loss put
the Miner 2-3 on the year in
conference play.
Saturday , the grapplers
headed west, to Kansas to
participate in the Emporia
State Quad. Also in the competition were Emporia Slate,
Chadron State, from Chadron
Nebraska, and Concordia
Teachers, from
Seward,
Nebraska.
The Miners put five men into
the semi-finals , but none of
them could win their division.
They were; John Nugent, 134
pounds, Mike Blackmore , a t 142
pounds , Kenton Hupp, at 177
pounds , Steve Ganz, at 190
pounds , a nd Jim Faulkner ,
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RESTAURANT
HWY. 63 N.
In an award ceremony held in the ROTC Building
last Thursday, Colonel Vernon T. Loesing
presents an award to K~nt Gastreich. The award
is the First Place Kneelmg Trophy, whlCh he won
in the Kansas State Turkey Shoot.

Rolla Volkswagon
Previously Sower's Motors
Hours:

Mon., Wed., &Fri.
Tues. &Thurs.

Sat.

8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

,'A FINE SELECTION OF
NEW & USED VW's"
Old Hwy 66 East

367-5178

OPEN 24 HOURS
: •••• COUPON··COUPON ··COUPON ••••• :
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THE CESCENT RESTAURANT :

GOOD FOR 25~ IN
TRADE ON ANY
SANDWICH
PIZZA OR DINNER

·•
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··
·••
CASH VALUE - 1 MIL
··
·
EXP. FEB. 29, 1972
·
·: ••••• COUPON.
·COUPON·. COUPON ••••• :
Lounge Will Open In
The Near Future
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Grapplers Down lincoln

Blood Sets Pace For Swimmers

"

'W
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As the MIAA basketball
schedul e approaches midseason, the league is beginning
to fall into order. Lincoln U.
and Northea~t Missouri State
are now the established leaders,
while three teams ; SEMS ,
CMSC, and NWMS; are all
fighting it out for the conference
cellar. Statistically, the league
could be in a seven way tie, with
all the teams well represented
in all the statistics.
In overall scoring, Zack
Townsend of SWMS leads the
MIAA with a 22.6 points per
game average . Right behind
him is UMR's John Williams
with 22.0 per game. Williams,
incidentally, leads the league in
total points scored with over
260. Lincoln U., the MIAA
leaders, have two men in the top
ten. Clarence Gant and LaMont
Pruitt, ranked sixth, and eighth
respectively, average 17.3 and
16.9 points per game. The only
team not represented in the top
ten is SWMS, currently in third
place.
In field goal percentages,
Rich Peters of UMR leads the
league with a .590,66 out of 112
a ttempts from the field. Lamont
Pruitt, of LU, is second, with a
.554 percentage. Two more
Miners are in the top ten; John
Williams , with a .493, and Rod
Le Grand at .463.
Leading the league in
rebounds is UMR's John
¥"'liams who averages 12.7
c. 'ms per game. Right behind
him is James Hampton from
Lincoln U. with an 11.5 average.
Rich Peters of the Miners is
number four with an average of
: 1.1 rebounds per game.
In the free throw department,
Bob Curl of SWMS leads the
conference with an .839 free
throw percentage. Right on
his heels is LaMont Cooper of
CMSC with a .838 charity stripe
percentage. UMR's Randall
Irvin and Rich Peters are fifth
and sixth with .77 1 and .768
percentages respectively.
In team field goal percent::g-es, Lincoln U. leads
the conference with .533

average. UMR is second, with a
.438 team average. CMSC is
right behind, averaging .437. In
the free throw department,
SEMS leads the conference with
a team percentage of .681. Close
behind is NWMS with a team
average of .679. NEMS leads the
league in rebounds. After 14
games, they have outmuscled
foes for 746 rebounds. In second
place is NWMS with 654.
In MIAA swimming, the UMR
tankmen are leading in almost
every category . They could be
considered
an
odds-on
favorite to defeat SWMS, last
year's champions who edged
them out by five points in the
conference meet.
In the 50 yd. freestyle, Tim
Blood of UMR has the best
conference time with a 22.8.
Right behind him is Doug
Crynes of CMSC with a 23.0. In
the 100 yard free , Tim Blood
sets the pace with a 51.0.
Another Miner, Jim Entwistle is
only a half second behind him.
In the 200 yar d Freestyle Tim
Blood again leads the conference with a time of 1 :52.7.
Jim Glasa, another Miner, is
second with a time of 1 :55 .6.
UMR 's Glasa is on top in the
500 yard freestyle with a time of
5: 35 .6. Bill Meter, of SEMS is
right behind him , turning if' a
time of 5:36.7. In the 200 yard
freestyle , UMR's Jack Belshe
sets the pace with a time of
2: 14.5. Phil Henry , another
Miner is second, only three
seconds behind him. In the 200
yard breast stroke, UMR 's' Lee
Allen leads the league wi th a
time of 2: 34.4 Larry Mercer of
SEMS is second, turning in a
time of 2:34.5.
In the 200 yard backstroke,
Bill Batke of CMSC leads the

conference with a time of 2: 13.9.
Bill Kroeger of UMR is second
with a time of 2: 21.2. In the 200
yard I.M., Jack Belshe of UMR
leads the MIAA with a best
time of 2: 13.8. Larry Mercer of
SEMS is second with a time of
2:17.4.
In the 400 yard medley relay ,
the UMR team sets the conference pace , with a time of
4:01.7. The SEMS relay team is
second, less than three seconds
off the pace. In I.M. diving ,
Randy Ahbott leads in points
with 207.15. Ron Dutton of
the Miners is second, with 193.40
points.
In the MIAA wrestling circuit,
CMSC is emerging as the real
leader. The only serious contender is NWMS which lacks
depth and experience necessary
in the MIAA.
The leading wrestler in the
118 pound class is Monte Reed,
of NWMS , 5-3 on the year. Jim
Blackmon of CMSC leads in the
126 pound class, 4-0 on the year.
Jack Garett of NWMS leads in
the 134 pound di vision; he is 8-4
so far.
CMSC's Dan Power, 14-2 is
the leader in the 142 pound
class. Ray Stockdale, also of
CMSC leads in the 150 pound
division with a record of 11 -3.
Dave Sielaff of NWMS leads in
the 158 pound class, 9--2 on the
year. Terry Hostetter, also of
NWMS leads in the 167 pound
class. 8-2 so far this vear.
NWMS 's Ken Jorgenson, 6-2
on the year, leads the 177 pound
competi tion. In the 190 pound
class, Gene Harmengnies is the
leader with a 8-3 record. In the
heavyweight division, Stan
Whitmore, of NWMS leads the
conference with a 6-4 record.

continuedfrompagell
noon on Saturday, with two
matches wrestled at once. This
is the first event of its kind to be
held in Rolla and a win would
be quite a boost for the Miner
squad.

getting his first shot at the
heavyweight spot in quite a
while. Tim Underhill , who
wrestles 126 for the Miners
managed a third in the com petition. The final tally showed
Chadron State on top with a
score of 64'h points . In second
place was Emporia State wi,w
which netted a total of 56¥.!
meets points. In third place
were the Miners, wi th a total of
34 points. Concordia Teachers
brought up the rear with a total
of 26 points.
Coming up for the Miners is
the first annual UMR Quad,
featuring the Miners, Evangel
College, Missouri Valley, and
the Battling Bears from
Washington University. The
event will be held starting at

.......-.

--

NOTICE '

VOL,

The Student Union Board is
currently accepting applications for Publicity
Director. Applications can
be obtained at the Candy
Counter and should be
returned by February 1.
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Volleyball Results
League Two

League One
Engine over Wesley 21-12,21 -17
TJ over MRHA 21-3, 21 -8
Theta Xi over 5gers 21 -1 8, 21-19

TEKE over Triangle 21-1, 21-1
Delta Sig over BSU 21-0, 21-8
Acacia over Shamrock 21-18, 1321, 21 -19
Delta Tau over Sig Nu 21 -8, 18-21

League Three

League Four

Beta Sig over Campus 21-2, 21-1
La Chi over Oiahona 21-2, 21-0
Sig Pi over AEPi 21-0, 21-16
Pi KA over APA 21-12, 21-5

Phi Kap over Sig Tau 21-4, 21-14
Kap Sig over Pi Kap Phi 21 -1 ,21-

g

Tech Club over Theta Chi 21-2,
21-1

Women
La Sig over WRHA 15-12, 12-15,
15-0
TJ Dolls over Wesley 15-8, 16,14
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Applications are currently
being accepted by the
Missouri Miner for the
positions of Sports Editor
and Assistant Sports
Editor.
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Christopher Jewelers
805 .P ine Street

***

Catering To UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

The Folks At The

509 PACKAGE

Some people love beer more
than other people love beer.

Concern~

the origina

Stag's the one for those "some people". Because Stag
comes at you perfectly dry, it takes lightness farther than just flavor_
There's a total light "feel" to Stag. Which you'll love, -.! ~
if you don't like to stop at one. Or two. Or three .
\
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STORE
Welcome

The UMR Miners
To Stop In
Anytime
We Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold
FREE Parking In Rear
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